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The Extension of Solar Magnetic Fields
into Interplanetary Space

David J. McComaS and John L. ~ps

Space Plasma Phgsics Group, SST-8
Las Alarms Nationai LuboratoW

Los Alarms, NM 87545 USA

Abstract

The flow of coronal plasma into interplanetary space results in outward
transport o! t-he solar magnetic ~ield. The prevailing “open” interplanetary
magnetic field (lMF) is rooted in the corona and wraps up into a spiral due
to the rctatlon of the Sun. This simple configuration. however, is disrupted
by magnetically distinct coronal mass ejections (CMES) which erupt from
the solar corona into Interplanetq space. ObservaUons of CMES at 1 AU
reveal electron signatures indicating a closed magnetic topology, postulated
to be: (1) magneUc “bottles, ” tied to the corona at both ends; (2) plasmoids
that are completely disconnected from the Sun: or (3) flux ropes which have
topologies intermediate between (1) and (2), With either the magnetic-
bottle or flux rope h-y-pothesis, thr inw~d and outward flux at 1 AU should
incmasr Indefinitely as CMES continue to erupt. LJsing a new technique to
ra]culate thr 2-D Ilux through 1 AU fronl single spacecraft measurements.
we show that whilr there IS a sol:lr cv(:l(’ variation to the magnctlc flux, it
clearlv does not grow withollt tIOIIIId, ” 7’hIs suggests that (Dither CMES are
closed plasmnids which acid 1)0 new fl~m to the interplanetary mrdlurn, or
tl~at the opening of” new flux I)y CAMES IS balanced via rrconl~cctlon
(’lscwherc in the corona, WV suggest, [hat the thfs latter process Inay be
(Iomlnant iln(! (Ies(’rll)v(Jt~scrvatioll f“rom thr Solar Maxlmuln MISS1OII
(-oronugrapl] wlllctI ilrr (~onsistcni With rvcollncctio]) ill)OV(’ helmet
strv:lmrrs in t II(’ (’0R311il, MJ(.11 (lls(IOIIIIt’(ItioIIs”would srrvr 10 rrturn closed
l’lrl[l iir(:h~s to tll(’ 51111 il]](] l-(~loils(~ ()])cII. U-Stlil[)(’(l str[]cl[lres Illlo the solar
WI1l(I, (Iorollill” (I IS(’O1lll(’(’I IOIIS” il])})(_’il~ Ill S011](’ (’il!+(’S to I)(’ trlggcrcd hy
I)r[’ssurr puls(’s ([\\]s(~(j I)v (’MI; (~l”~lpliotl(’lsvwl)rr(’,Sll~M(’Htlll~il (Iynamk
1111Xt)illilll(’(’ [)ro(’(*ss, W(8 (1( ’S(’I”lt)f ’ :1 (’lil SS of sol:lr wlll(! strll(’tllrvs. (i;lllc(l
11(’iil fl(lX (11-01)()(11 S (111711S), Ill Wlll(’11 111(’ Solill” Wt[l(l (’1(’(’11”011 11(’ilt flllX,
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Introduction

The solar wind arises from the free expansion of solar coronal plasma
into interplaneta~ space. The energy density of the solar wind is
dominated by the kinetic energy of the flowing plasma (typically -100 times
greater than the magnetic and thermal energy densities at 1 AU) and tkJh

flow is everywhere nearly radial. Because the solar wind IS highly
conductive, the solar magnetic field IS “frozen-in’” to it and the [MF is
carried outward from the Sun. Near the Sun the IMF points nearly radiall~
inward and outward. Further out, the rotation of the Sun causes the IMF to
wrap up into an Archimedean spiral [Parker. 19581, and at 1 AU the typical
spiral angle is -45.

“Open” field regions in the solar corona are manifest as coronal holes
(e.g.. Hundhausen 119771, and references therein) while closed field regions
are manifest by loop and arc structures. While the magnetic flux extending
into interplanetary space clearly must close off somewhere in the outer
heliosphere (or bevond), it is typically referred to as “open” in contrast to
non-expanding, closed fielci arches near thr Sun. Helmet streamers, which
!’orm abo~’e closed field regions. map out into the heliospheric current sheet
in interplanetary space [e,g., Hundhausen, 1977; Gosling et al.. 19811. This
heliospheric current sheet wraps around the Sun and separates regions of
inward and outward pointing magnetic Ilux. Because the solar dipole is
tilted with respect to the rotation axis the current sheet is warped arlil the
Earth passes back and forth between inward and outward magnetic sectors
as the Sun rotates [e.g,, Wilcox and Ness, 19651,

Space -t)as(’d coronagraphs have made observations of the solar corona
since th~ early 1970s. Coronagraphs measure the Thomson scattered white
light which provides Iin(’-of-sight integrated pictures of the elt’ctron (and
hence plasma) (lrtlsit~, Ilecausc the corona] plasma is tied to the ffeki lines.
well (Iefinr(l I)right stru(’turcs hav(t grllcrallv been interprctc(i as higher
dcnsltv nl;lgnrtl(. stru(’turrs. Among [hr most spectacular of” transient
(’omn~l str~](i[(]r(’silr(~ (I:)rorliil n~uss (Ij(’ctloIIs or CMES which of’t(}n Imve the
;~ppcarall(’(’ 01 (IOS(*(I. Ioo])-fik(” structures rlsll~q ()~]t of’ lhr solar (.orona,
[(’.fl., (iosllrlg (’t ;11., 1974: Ma@~Ieen 1980: I lulldhauscn 198/{; :~n(l Kahler
1938].

Ov(’1”tll(’ 1;1:+1 (mph’ of” (1(’(’:1(1(’s,two I’LIII(I;lIII(’II I;lIIV (ljf’f”(’r(”ntIllagtlctl(’
lopologl(’s ll;l\ ’(’ 1)(’rll (Iis((lssr(l fi)r f’MEs, I;lrst, (.;MIts (()(] 1(1 rrprrsent
lllil~ll(’[](” ]Joi~l(’S W]llf ’]1 IX’i]]ilill lllii~l~(’[1(’ill]v ~ltt;l(’h(’(f [() t]~(’ S[]ll 1(’.~., Gold.
195!1; ]11111(] 11:1( 1S(’1). 1!)721, Su(>t] slrll~’lllr(’s wo(]l(l s(’rvr 10 01)(*11Ilcw
11’il~ll(’tj(’ Il(l?i 11110 1111(’r~)lilll(’lil~ S~)il(’(’, f)II t}l(’ othrr lIiiII(l, (’MI*, s (’()(] 1(! illS()

r(’~)rrs(’rll I’IIIIV[](’lil(’ll(}(lIll; lgll(’tl(’ str(](~lllr(’s 01- “l)lilSIIlol(l S”, Illltlfs (’as(’,
(’10s(’(11“(’qlolls ot Ill:lflrl(’ 11(’ fl(lX Wolll(l (’f)IIV(m(’l l)iiSl I All l)~lt tlo [lot op(}i)
Illlx Wolll(l I)(’ il(l(fr(f, P-ill; lll:i’, II ill; l\’ !)(’ Illi’,t (’MI~ls ]1~1V(’ l)ill-llilll~ (f(’til(’]~(’(1
“1111X1“01)(” 11!’(’”‘OI)OIOL:I(’S, SOII1(’WII(’1”(” l)(il\V(’(’ll 111(’ f’lllf\’ ()~)(’11illl(f (’10S(’(1
(’XI I’(’1ll (’S,
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[or “strall”). Outward streaming of suprathermal solar wind halo electrons
are normally observed on open field lines in interplanetary space indicating
direct magnetic connection back to a hot coronal source. Previous work
[Gosling et al., 1987: Gosling, 1990] indicates that bidirectional electron
events. in which halo electrons are observed streaming In both directions
along the Iucal interplanetary magnetic field, provide the most reliable
signature of CMES in interplanetary space. However. such signatures could
be accounted for with any O( the bottle, plasmoid, or flux rope topologies,
Attempting to use the detailed halo distribution functions to distinguish
between these geometries in interplanetary space is the topic of active
research Isee paper by Phillips et al., this proceedings].
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The prim~ problem wtth both the bottle and flux rope models of CMES
is that it’ CMES remain even partially m.agne’.ically attached to the Sun.
thereby opening new flux when they expand outward, the magnetic field at 1
AU would grow without bound [Gosling, 19751. MacQueen [19801 used
observed rates and properties of CMES to estimate that if CMES remdned
wholly attached to the Sun (bottle geomet.g) then the IMF magnitude would
be expected to roughly double over only -100 days. In the case of a flux
rope geometry for CMES, flux would be expected to build up more slowly,
however, the same result of unbridled growth would ultimately occur.
Variations in the amount of magnetic flux in the ecliptic plane over the solar
cycle will be examined in more detail below. however. it is clear thaL a
continuous growth of flux (and hence IMF magnitude) does not occur.

The fact that a flux catastrophe is not observed Is the primary argument
f~r the ful]y detached plasmoid model of CMES. Such structures do not
open new flux, and thereby avoid the problem of flux build-up. However.
there is very little direct observational evidence for CMES becoming
magnetically detached back at the Sun [e.g.. Gosling. 1975: MacQueen.
1980; Illing and Hundhausen. 1983]. While we are aware of several other
cases under study, to the best of our knowledge. only one sequence of
coronagraph observations showing a reconnection geometry sunward of a
CME has ever been published [Illing and Hundhausen. 19831. Most CMES
appear to remail. magnetically attached to the Sun [e.g.. Gosling et al.. 1974]
and often CMES appear to leave open. coronal holes in their place. Such
obsemations suggest that CMES are probably attached bottle or flux-rope
type structures in spite of concerns over a flux catastrophe.

2. Coronal Dlsconnectloxu

/ln altema[ r way out ()! the flux catastrophe has been rrcemtlv suggested
[McComas CI al,, 1W19; 1991 ill. ‘lllesr authors postulate that flux opened by
CMES which r(blnain wholly [bottle) or al least partially (Ilux rope)
magnctlc;dlv ilttil(’h~d [() the SIII1, (!iln I)r halancml by magnctlr rmwnnectton
that rlosrs ofl”prrvlmlslv oprn tlux clscwhmc on thr Surl. 1lclm~i streamers
;lt thr txisr of prrrxistin~ hcliosphcrtr current sheets. where h~wrd and
out wnrd dirrctc(l Ilrlds m’ j[mtaposed. provide a near idcul Iocat Ion for
rrcomwrtion :lnd hr rot urn 01” Ilmgnc tic flLIx to the Sun,

F]gurr 2 schrmutiridl.v (Ilsldnvs t hr cfltwts o! rrconnrct Im] ncro:]s a
lN’lInrl strrmnrr nr;lr t hr $iuf]. ‘Il]r top pwml shows :1 Ilormiil hrlrnct
Slr[’illll(’r (“otliig[]r:llloll.” [n thr mI(l(lIr pand rwmmcct]oll hm+ Ix:gun in the
lwlmrl strurl IIrr, Sll(’11 I-(*(lO1lll(’CIIOII° (’0(11(1 1)(’~tIl 011 illH’ilCIV op(’11 field
IIIlt*S, or. ;1S Ill ttl(’ (’ilS(’ 01” tllr trrrrslriill lllil~rl(’lotilll, l“(’(’ollIl(’(’ti oil” (’0111(1
I)(’gill 011 III(I (.10s(’(1, iIlll(*rll]ost ill”(’11(’S (!!” t IN Iwlnwt st ru(’t Ilrr :111(1(’olltlllUr
(Ilr[]llgll lo 11]!’olwt] I’lrl(ls, III [~It11(*1.(’iis(~ IIu.K IS (*ff(Y*t IV(*IV rrtllrllr(l to t h(’
S[lll :1s st)(~ll :1s l-(’(’f~llllt’(.ll[)llIs (~(’(’lirrlll~ (JI] prrvlol]slv (J~N*llI’trl[! Iillrs so
loll~ ;1%II ()( ’[’[11”S Slllm!’l(’i(*Iltl~ (’10S(” to ttl(’ Sllll fllilt tll(s 11(’WIV (’llsilt( ’(l illTtl(’S

ill’f ’ 1)01111(1tl) ttl(’ S1111;111(1ill-(’ Ilot I’I-(’(’IV (’%~)illl(llll~, 1!1 [11(’ I)oltolll” I)illl(’1,
I.(’(’O 1111(*(*11011” II:IS (’ol]tlll{l(*(l 01) 111(’ [)~)(’il I’lt’1(1 1111(’S il(’l-f)SS tll(’ 11(’1111(’1

Sll”(’; llll(’ 1”, illl(l :1 I-rgioll 01 “II”’ 01” ‘mf’” SIlill)(’(1 lllil~ll (’11(’ 11(’1(1 lliiS 1)(’(’11
1.( ’1(’:ls(’ (1,



Recently published coronagraph observations from the Solar Maximum
Mission (SMM) have shown the release of a detached, U-shaped magnetic
structure. on 27 June 1988. which is qualitatively similar to the sequence
sketched in Figure 2 [McComas et al., 199 la]. In this event. a sufficient
number of sequential frames were available to measure a velocity tune. This
curve indicated that the detachment occurred (zero velocity) at a
heliocentric distance of --1.7 kd and t hilt after detachment the U-shaped
structure accelerated outward as expected. Subsequent analyses of the SMM
data have yielded a number of other likely disconnection events.

While not an essential feature of this model, compressional waves or
shocks in the solar corona [e.g.. St. Cyr and Hundhausen 1988; Hundhausen,
1988], created by the eruption of newly opening magnetic flux in CMES,
could serve to mediate the amount of open coronal magnetic flux by driving
reconnection across helmet streamers and the return of closed magnetic
arches elsewhere on the Sun [McComas et al.. 1989; 1991]. Just such a
compression was obsemed in the solar corona preceding the 27 June event
(McComas et al.. 1991a].
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several cases of possible detachment which were not included in this initial
survey. Therefore, in order to assess the frequency and general
characteristics of disconnection events we reexamined the first 53 CME
events in 1988 from the St. Cyr and Burkepile [ 1990] catalog (through
March 26). This intend was chmsen because no “possible disconnection”
events were identified in the initial suwey of these data. Of the 52 events
six ( 1lVO) show reasonable evidence for a disconnection geometry while
another 13 (23%o)show some evidence for a U or V-type structure in at least
one coronagraph frame. It is interesting to note that. although interpreted
as a detached plasmoid [Cliver, 1989], a possible U-shaped detachment was
aho observed durtng the 1893 solar eclipse.

We conclude that evtdence for magnetic disconnections in the solar
corona is more common that generally appreciated. While such a statement
could be construed as supportive of the plasmoid geometry of CMES. and
some of these structures could be just that, many of the events examined
don’t show evidence for outward expanding closed field loops above the
possible disconnections. We believe that the evidence suggests that
reconnection across helmet streamers leading to the release of open U or V
shaped magnetic structures and the return of closed field arches to the Sun.
is an important process in the overall maintenance of magnetic flux in
interpkmeta.ry space.

3. Magnetic Flux in Iaterpkmetaxy Space

As discussed above. the long term interplanetary magnetic field clearly
does not grow monotonically with time as would be expected for the
continuous opening of new magnetic flux. Obsewations of the IMF
magnitude over solar cycle 20 [e.g., King. 1979, and references therein]
displaved little long term variation, tilthough, more substantial variation was
observed for solar cycle 21 lSlavin et al., 1984, 19861.

While it 1s not possibk to measure the global amount of magnetic flux in
intrrplanctary space with ii r .?asonable number of observing spacecraft. It is
possiblr [() mrasur(> 01 the 2-D magnetic ilux in the ecliptic plane under
certain simplltying assumptlu-ns lMcComas et al.. 1991 b]. In particular. if
one makrs the 2-[1 assumptiotl tha{ all tile magnetic field IIncs in the
rcliptic plm~(i :Irr (Iortflne(l [o th;lt plane, then this 2-D magnetic !lux. O, can
t)r (Irlinr(l glot)ally :1s (I9= j B ● r [IL, ~h~rr r Is the r~~lus v(~(:tor, B is ~C

nlagll(’tl(’ 1“1(’1(1v(Wor all(l k Is Solilr 10llglt Ud(’, Mor(’ locally, thr 2-D flux can

~ 1~ (Iv 111solar (dIpti(I (SE) (wor(iinategsi McC(mas ct al.tl~”d(~iilld :W o s . .
I 19$111)111s(’ tll(’ 2 1) (llv(~r,qrl]r(. Ill(v)r(”nl to snow thnt this flux Intrgra] Is
(’(llll\’ill(’llt to

(1]



o* = ~ I% I VX dt (2).

which we call a “’total flux integral” since it provides a measure of the total
amount of magnetic flux encountered by the spacecraft independent of the
relative proportions of inward and outward flux. Since these flux integrals
explicitly remove the effects of the rate at which the solar wind velocity
carries field past the obseting spacecraft. they provide a better measure of
the evolution of flux in the ecliptic plane than simple averages of the IMF
magnitude. In addition. this method can also be applied to specific. limited
extent solar wind structures as well as long term variations [McComas et al.,
1991 b].

Figure 3 displays two measures of the long term variation in the
interplanet~ magnetic flux from 1973 through 1988 based on one hour
averaged solar wind and magnetic field data from NSSDC’s OMNI data file.
The top trace (solid dots) shows the the annual averages of IB I in the IMF.
and displays -500/0 variation across solar cycle 21.

The lower trace in Figure 3 shows annual averages of the the total
integrated flux, 2“. from (2) in the ecliptic plane. The average value over the
entire interval is 3720 Wb/m with annual average minima and maxima of
2821 and 5204 Wb/m in 1976 and 1982, respectively. Note that this flux
integral and the simple averagp \’due of IB I track each other very closely.
However, owing to the removal of the effects of solar wind velocity variations
in the total flux integral, this measure should be somewhat superior. The
variation in
variation In I

o“ over the solar cycle was slightly larger
B1.
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It is not clear what is responsible for the substantial solar cycle variations
displayed in Figure 3. Since intenmls of bidirectional streaming (CMES)
have not been identified throughout most of the 16 year interval studied, the
flux shown in Figure 3 does not differentiate between normal open magnetic
flux and that which may be either newly opening (bottle topology) or simply
passing by as closed magneUc structures (plasmoid topology). The varlaUon
could represent real changes in the amount of open magneUc flux over the
solar cycle. Alternately. it could simply mirror the increase in the frequency
of CMES observed at solar m-mum. This enhanced frequency would show
up as enhanced flux even for plasmoid-~e CMES convecting flux past 1 AU
with no net change to the open flux in interplanetary space. IiI either case,
some process is clearly limiting the long term growth of magnetic flux in
interplanetary space.

4. Heat ~UX ~OpOUtS in the ~hr Wind

Another possible signature of coronal disconnections is obsened directly
in interplanetary space. Since (1) an outward streaming monodirectional
heat flux is evidence of simple magnetic connection back to a hot coronal
source of suprathermal electrons. and (2) bidirectional electron streaming
in CMES is indicative of either connection back to the Sun at both ends of
the field lines (bottle or flux rope geometries) or self-closed detached
structure (plasmoids), it seems natural to interpret dropouts in the halo
electron population (and hence heat flux) as indicative of flux tubes which
are neither connected back to the Sun nor to themselves. Just s~~ch a
geometry would arise in the detachment of coronal structures above helmet
streamers.

In addition to returning closed field arches to the Sun. reconnection
across helmet streamers. as discussed above, would produce detached U or
V shaped structures which would connect to the outer heliosphere at both
ends. Since hot halo electrons transit 1 AU in only a couple of hours. the
inner heliospheric extents of thesr stmctures would rapidly become drained
of outward streaming t=lrctrons. I+owever. since it still takes several days for
the solar wind to transit from the Sun to 1 AU, such depleted stxmctures
(’ould still be observable in the 1 AU ]nterplanetaty data sets.

McComas (’t iJl [1989] followed Just this line of reasoning and examined
-4,.5 months of ISEE-;I data for heat flux dropout (HFD) lntemals. These
aull~urs idrntil”icd 25 such intmvals on the basis of the halo electron
distributions. For the present study we have examined an additional 13.5
months of [SEE-3 dat;l. twin~ing the internal surveyed for HFDs to one and
orw l~i~lf’y(iars from 16 August 1978 to 17 February 1980, Ovrr this entire
irl[()~ill wr l“il~(ll+:]1II;IIilltrrva]s rnerting the (’rltrria of McConlas et al.
I 19H9].

M(.(..OIl~ils (II ii]. l)oilltr(l ()[]t tllil[ \vhil(* I IFDs arr not (’IIOSOI1 (m th~ basis
()! Itl(’ lTlii~Il(’li(’ 11(11(1, [h(’y (.orrrlatv vxtrrmely well with Iargr current
stl(’(’ls iIl t t](’ IMIJ illg(’11(’rill, ;lI1(I with t~rliosphcrt(. (’urrcnt shrrf crossings,
ill I):lrfl(.[ll:lr. I:ig(lrr .1 (l~s])lil~s III(* (x)rwli~tion l)rtwmlI) tl~(~ IMF spiral iltl@(h
;111(1111:11(’\’(’lll S tel. 111(’ (Illtir(’ V(’ilI_ illl(l il 11;111”Illt(mml. IMl: s~)lriil il]l~l~s of
I :JTJ ;III(I 45 r(’pr(~s(’]][ tll(~ Iiormill h(’llimmlr;~rl spir;Il (Iirwtim]s. Nr)tr
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that essentially all of the HFD events fall on large rotations of the IMF.
parricularl} heliospheric current sheet crossings. In addition, it is
interesting that when the spacecraft remains close to the heliospheric
current sheet (as evidenced by numerous and multiple crossings) there are
many more HFD events than when it passes back and forth between well
defined sectors (right side of top panel).

While essentially all HFDs occur at heliospheric current sheets. there are
many such current sheet crossing without HFDs. This suggests that HFDs
are transient stmctures that are preferentially located near the heliospheric
current sheet and not simply a part of the normal current sheet structure.
Current sheet crossing in interplanet~ space are precisely where one
would expect to find HFDs, if they do in fact represent the interplanetary
signatures of coronal disconnections. since these are the regions of
oppositely directed magnetic fields. We must stress. however, that there are
also other possible interpretations of HFDs including the simple possibility
of enhanced scattering of the halo population [McComas et al.. 1989]. While
we feel that the ju~ is still out on the definitive interpretation of HFD~. both
their halo electron sigxlatures and their close association with he]+ heric
current sheet crossings support the hypothesis that the! . . L the
interplanetaW manifestation of coronal disconnections.

5. Discussion

in this paper we discussed the overall configuration of the interplanetary
magnetic field with particular emphasis on the topological implications of
coronal mass ejections and coronal disconnections. The inte~lanetary
manifestation of CMES. counters treaming halo electron events. are
consistent with with all three possible CME topologies: (1) attached
magnetic bottles: (2) detached plasmoids: and (3) partially attached flux
ropes. However. The lack of evidence in coronagraph observations for
magnetic disconnection behind expanding CME loops makes it difficult to
believe (hat CMES are essentially detached plasmoids.

We suggest instead that CMES generally remain magnetically attached to
the Sun in either bottle or flux rope geometries. and se.me to open new
magnetic flux into interplanetary space. While we confirm that there is a
solar cycle variation in tile amount of nl~lgnetic flux in the ecliptic plane at 1
AU. at least for solar cycle 21. unbridled growth ciearly does not occur. We
believe that the opening of new magnetic flux by CMES is balanced by closing
off of p: eviouslv open flux elsewhere on the Sun.

The most likely method for returning flux to the Sun 1s by reconnection
across hclrnet streamers which are the coronal footprints of the
heliosphrric current shee[. In addition to returning closed field arches to
the Slln, s~(:h rr(wnnrctlon on oprn field Iincs WCUIC1semr to sever open
!“ields ;ln(l (.rratr U- or Y’-shape(l (list. onnrctc,l structures. We have
(llscussrd [he obswvat ional eviden(x> for such (worm] discmmrction events,
and hnvr (wncluded that such (>vents ;w(>nmrr (wmm(m than was previousl.v
appr(’(. i;ll (’(].

f@inin~ ;lI1(I (.]osing of 11(Jx t hrollflh t hr (’(lmhin:ltion (Ji”CMES an(i (Xmma]
(Iis(.orlll(’(’tiorls” (.()~]1(1I)(’ nle(liatc(] I)v prrssurr wavrs transiting 111(’(’orona,



The combination of these processes, which can occur at quite different
locations around the Sun, ma}” be important in redistributing coronal holes
and streamers and in mainta ning the roughly constant amount of open
magnetic flux observed in interplan.~tary space.

Disconnected U-shaped structures should also have a unique signature in
the interplanetary medium since the hot halo electrons streaming outward
along the field from the corona should become rapidly depleted on such
detached open structures. In this study we have extended previous -vork on
heat flux dropouts in the solar wind which may be the signature of these
disconnected U-shaped structures. The 83 HFD events which occ~i over
the year and a half interval beginning in mid-August 1978, correlate
extremely well with heliospheric current sheet crossings, as would be
expected for coronal detachments. While we believe that the interpretation
of HFDs as disconnected structures is not certain, their electron signatures
and close association wt~- heliospheric current sheets are highly suggestive.

Finally. we note that Cliver and Kahler [1991] have recently suggested
that a class of impulsive 2-10 keV solar electron events [Potter et al., 1980:
Lin. 1985] are best explained in terms of magnetic reconnection across
current sheets in helmet streamers within several solar radii of the Sun.
Such events could be direct evidence for the reconnection process involved
in coronal disconnections, and could provide a means for remote monitoring
of such events for correlative and statistical studies with ccronagraph
obsemations as well as in sifu observaUons of CMES and HFDs,
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